THE BLAVATSKY ALLIANCE
(DECLARATION OF PURPOSE)
(Condensed Version)

TO UNITE IN COMMON ENDEAVOR all who are dedicated to human Progress
towards Universal Enlightenment and Universal Brotherhood, all who willingly labor to preserve
for Humanity a Path of escape from wastelands of spiritual poverty and mental servitude, that
offer no rational insight into the ultimate significance of Consciences, Life and Being hence, no
natural incentive for personal morality or self-responsibilty;
To work with all who, so laboring individually or collectively, remain ever vigilant in
opposing any and every Human-degrading superstition, whether of credulity or incredulity,
whether of theological dogma or dogmatic materialism, whether of priestcraft or pseudo-science
or science so-called;
To join, by free association, with individuals, and, by voluntary affiliation, with
independently-organized local study-groups and information centers, world-wide, who share this
same dedication and vigilance;
To assist, channel and direct by central impetus this common endeavor into one unified,
national and international program actively disseminating and defending exclusively;
First, the ethical, philosophic, religious, and scientific Teachings of immemorial Occult
Wisdom, Primordial Budhism (the Universal Fount of Eternal Light at which, since the
beginning, every Great Teacher and Avatara has re-lit the Torch of Truth whose beams suffused
the pristine dawn of one or another great World Religion before being smothered beneath later
rites and dogmas; and sparks of which may be seen now and again, however fitfully or dim, or
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the highest peaks of human thought reached by the wisest theologians, philosophers, scientists
and thinkers of every age), together with:
Second, the sum of evidence for the special series of purposeful, paranormal
demonstrations related to and supporting the reality both of these Teachings and of the
extraordinary (but not supernatural) faculties employed in the Service of Humanity by the
Master-Adepts of this Wisdom, occult powers which, as a natural heritage, are at least latent
within everyone of Humankind;
And thus, to disseminate and defend only these Teachings and these demonstrations as
they are on public record as having been put forth prior to May 8, 1891, by the Trans-Himalayan
Brotherhood of Arhats, Boohissatvas, Mahatmas—the Gurus and Guardians of the White Path of
Shamballa—, through the compassion, initiative, living agency and untold personal sacrifice of
one of that Great Brotherhood’s Chiefs (A Chohan), Centennial Messenger to the Occident and
Avatara of the New Age, the greatest wonder-working public Teacher of the last 2,000 years, one
known to the world as Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (Madame Blavatsky, 1831-1891), whose
Mission, Message and Magick provide the solid bedrock of Truth upon which this and future
generations best can build a living temple of devotion to the grandest Ideals of Humankind, an
enduring way-station for every lonely, weary pilgrim on the Path to realization of those Ideals—
Ideals, and dedication to which, alone can save Humanity from untold horrors that would thwart
its True Destiny and imperil even its continued existence upon this globe.

“TRUTH only is our God, Goal, Guide—for there is nothing higher than TRUTH”
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